Electronic Services is Ireland’s Leading Provider of Medical,
Industrial, SCADA and HMI Equipment Repair Services and
solutions. We have many years of expertise built up in the
repair and support of a vast range of products and have very
significant capabilities to provide Multi-Vendor Hardware
equipment repairs for our numerous customers.

Quality repairs are our top priority
and we stand behind our work with a
rock solid warranty. We typically
evaluate all repairs within 8 hours of

We repair to full component level offering our customers a

receipt and at the end of this process
we will refer back with the problem,

distinct value advantage above the normal services of

what needs to be done and all costs

replacement or upgrade offerings. This provides a most
valuable service to our customers who have legacy
equipment that still have a high residual value or a large
total cost of replacement.

including materials and labour.

Our repair solutions provide our customers with a solution that is in some cases virtually impossible to get anywhere
else and which is significantly cheaper than the solutions provided by the Original Equipment Manufacturers. We can
repair equipment that is many years old which may have expired warranty and where the customer finds it
impossible to find replacements. This is where our expertise can really help and adds real value for our customers.

Why Choose Us?
EXPERIENCE

FAST TURNAROUND & COMPETITIVE PRICING

We have been around for more than 25 years and have
the equipment and expertise to service and repair
virtually any piece of electronic equipment to
component level. We stand by our service and offer our
customers a full comprehensive 90 days warranty on all
work we perform.

We aim to evaluate all equipment within 8 hours of
receipt and upon receiving authorisation to proceed
repair 90% of all product within 72 hours. We save our
customers on average >70% of the total cost that they
would incur on the alternatives.

SKILLS

HIGHEST SUCCESSS RATE

We have the expertise and equipment to fully repair to
a component level all types of electronics. We also
refurbish and repair the product by replacing any
wearing or worn components as a matter of course and
provide a comprehensive warranty on the whole
product not just the repair.

In addition to our own development team we work
with several leading industry partners to develop and
enhance our specialist tools & techniques which allow
us to consistently deliver the highest success rates.

Professional Services
Industrial Control Equipment Repairs
We have developed repair solutions for a very broad range
of equipment and we develop our own test equipment and
test procedures using our in house reverse engineering
capabilities.
Our repair solutions provide our customers with a solution
that is in some cases virtually impossible to get anywhere
else and which is significantly cheaper than the solutions
provided by OEMs.

 High Wattage Power Supplies
We repair Power Units ranging from Medical Devices,
Industrial Equipment and Process Control Equipment.

 HMI and SCADA
We have vast experience repairing and upgrading the
broad range of equipment that is behind data
acquisition systems.

 LCD & Touch Panels
We can service virtually all of LCD and Touch Screens
found in Manufacturing facilities and Control Systems as
well as Kiosks, Tablet PCs, POS systems, Handheld
Computers and other specialised devices with LCD
Displays.

IT Equipment Repairs
We repair all types of IT equipment to full component
level, offering our customers a distinct value advantage
above the normal services of replacement or upgrade
offerings.

SMT & BGA Rework and Repair
We have all the tools and equipment including hot air
stations, dark infra red stations, X-Ray as well as a variety
of optical inspection equipment that allow us carry out
the most complex rework to the highest standards.

Reverse Engineering
We have extensive experiencing in repairing, rebuilding
and refurbishing virtually all types of industrial electronic
items and components.

Medical Equipment Repair
Our technical insight and knowledge
combined with our certified processes mean
that we ensure that defective hardware is
restored to full OEM functional specifications
and is guaranteed eliminating downtime and
medical equipment repair delays, and
creating typical operating cost savings of up
to 70%.

Point of Sale Equipment Repair
We provide a full repair service for all
components in kiosks including the touch
screen monitors and displays as well as the
other components such as power supplies,
controller boards, interfaces including card
and disks readers as well as all types of
drives.

Component Level Debug
We apply our skills and expertise to debug the
failing circuit(s) to exact component failure and
then suggest the appropriate corrective action.

Product Re-Engineering
We offer a customised service where we analyse
a product’s failure pattern, evaluate alternative
options on the existing design and develop
solutions which can be applied to resolve
reliability issues that dramatically improve
efficiency and reduce costs.

